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ZedaSoft® announces “Performance on Demand” upgrade to MiLToC®
aggressor role player software
(Fort Worth, Texas – November 7, 2017) ZedaSoft, Inc., a simulation and visualization software company
announces the addition of “Performance on Demand” to our Man-in-the-Loop Transfer of Control (MiLToC ®)
product. Our MiLToC® product allows users to transfer entities from a constructive simulation like ASCOT, Big
Tac™, XCITE or NGTS to our virtual cockpit simulation using the DIS v6 protocol standard. This
instantaneous transfer puts the user in full control of the entity thereby increasing the realism of the adversary
role in training scenarios. In the past the
performance of a transferred entity was
statically defined before the start of the
training session. With the addition of our
new “Performance on Demand” feature, the
performance of the MiLToC® entity is now
more realistically based on parametric data
queried from the customer’s database at the
time of transfer. The virtual simulation
performance now matches the analyst data
used in the battle planning process and after
action reviews.
The MiLToC® transfer process to and from the virtual simulation can happen many times creating various
personas through-out the training sortie. This feature optimizes the Subject Matter Expert (SME)
instructor/operator to act as lead for the reconnaissance, CAP and strike groups all from one role player
station. ZedaSoft’s CBA® for Simulation is the foundational framework providing the open architecture
approach needed for this new feature. The benefits to this approach are:







Aggressor performance can be NASIC database driven
Battle is dynamic and spontaneous
SME expertise is maximized in every training session
Intelligent MiLToC® entity leads a group of constructive entities maximizing target density
Scenarios are unlimited during the training session
The initial training environment is no longer the quality limiting factor

About ZedaSoft
ZedaSoft develops innovative products for the simulation and visualization industry. Its customers include
Lockheed Martin, BAE, U.S. Army, U.S. Air Force and other defense, Government and commercial
organizations. The main goal at ZedaSoft is to strike the balance between realistic simulation and costeffective deployed solutions utilizing modern simulation architecture.
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